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WELCOME TO OUR GUEST 
ILLUSTRATOR:  Leanne NUGENT  
 
 Leanne is an avid baker and cookbook collector. 

Whenever she travelled in Australia or overseas 

you would find her in the bookstore looking for 

the perfect cookbook. Leanne is known for her 

cinnamon buns and her gingerbread houses at 

Christmas time. Leanne was a manager working 

for NSW Health and decided to retire in 2019, 

when COVID came to Australia. 

 She is just about to complete her Diploma in 

Visual Art at TAFE.  

To see some of Leanne’s art schoolwork, visit INSTAGRAM and search LBN paints and 

LBN_draws 

 

Discover more about Leanne’s love of art, dogs and pet portraits in KC for JULY 2021. 
You can see these on Facebook under Pooch Pet Portraits  
 https://www.facebook.com/Pooch-Pet-Portraits-101748518569108/ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT’S in YOUR favourite recipe for 

POETRY? NON-FICTION? NOVELS? PICTURE BOOKS? 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Pooch-Pet-Portraits-101748518569108/
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ALICE ZASLANSKY   "LEARNING TO UNDERSTAND FOOD - THE 

WAY IT MAKES OUR BODIES FEEL, HOW IT CONNECTS TO THE 
WORLD AROUND US - SHOULD BE JUST AS IMPORTANT AS 

LEARNING TO READ AND WRITE." 
 

ALICE ZASLANSKY https://www.aliceinframes.com/ and KAT 
CHADWICK, Illustrator – Alice’s Food A-Z 
Walker Books.  
Video https://youtu.be/bT4MoPwCPIk 
 Enjoy “delicious facts, clever cooking tips 
and kid-approved recipes about all foods 

from avocados to zucchini… Alice inspires a love of food in kids 
with her tasty book that’s full of all the things you ever wanted 
to know about food - and also some things you probably didn’t 
. . . Walker Books 

 

WELCOME TO KC NOVEMBER 2021  

FEAST your eyes on the cover of KC with books as the 

best brainfood cooked up by our very clever guest 

illustrator, LEANNE NUGENT for the November 2021 

issue of KC. 

-Enjoy perfect MEASURES of the POWER OF POETRY with 

MARIAN McGUINNESS. 

-SHERYL COOTES, ALEX WHARTON, MARGOT 

LINDGREN, and KAYTE EYRE are our NSW CBCA JUDGES 

ON THE JOB SIFTING through stories from some of the 

new books that may be nominated for the 2022 CBCA 

Books of the Year. 

-URSULA DUBOSARSKY gives us extra SERVINGS of how 

to use our magic MIXTURES of talents to turn our 

thoughts into special and personalised gifts for the holidays. 

-ELLIE ROYCE and ANDREW McLEAN STIR things up and show how sharing each other’s 

interests can give us a smorgasbord of new talents in our lives. 

-COOK UP some Six Word Stories: Books are the best brain food . . . Open books-

Endless possibilities-Read on. . .  Once upon a time. I imagined . . .  

https://www.aliceinframes.com/
https://youtu.be/bT4MoPwCPIk
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WORDS AND TALENTS AS GIFTS TO SHARE  

 

Words can make special surprises or gifts. 

During lockdown, surprise books would 

just “appear” around the Penrith area for 

people to read and borrow and replace for 

others to read and borrow and replace . . .   

 

Everyone has a hobby or talent that they 
are quite interested in or care very much 
about.  
 
Whether you read, write, draw, sing, 
cook, garden, play sport, compute, game, 
design, write songs/ poetry/stories, swim, 
ride bikes, talk, know how to be a friend, 
share kindness or have developed any of 

many other abilities or interests, sharing this can be a special gift to some one that 
you care about.  
 
As we head towards the holidays, you may like to think about how you can find time 
to share a personally created gift, piece of writing or artwork or just making time for 
someone is special whereas just buying more "stuff" as a gift isn't really all that 
special. 
 

Think about CREATING rather than CONSUMING. 
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CREATING WRITING GIFTS 
FROM URSULA DUBOSARSKY - AUSTRALIAN CHILDREN’S LAUREATE 
Now we are heading into to the gift-giving time of year, have you ever thought of 

giving the very special gift of something that you’ve written?  

When I was a child, I sometimes gave people a poem or a story I’d written as a 

present. Here’s part of a story about a cactus I wrote for my best friend Janet as a 

goodbye present when she was leaving Australia for a year – you can see I illustrated 

it as well!                     

 

You could write something brand-new, or you could pick a piece of writing from a 

journal or writing book you’ve been keeping over the year. You might even get some 

ideas from my free writing activities for each month on the Children’s Laureate 

website - https://www.childrenslaureate.org.au/write-with-ursula 

Write your story or poem out carefully on a piece of paper. You can decorate it or 

illustrate it like I did, to make it extra special. Once you’ve finished, put it in an 

envelope with the person’s name on it. Or you could roll it up like a scroll and tie it up 

with ribbon and a gift tag or fold it up like a little booklet.  

Whatever you do, it will be a unique present, something the person you give it to will 

keep all their life. Happy writing and happy giving!   From Ursula and Magpie 

https://www.childrenslaureate.org.au/write-with-ursula
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BOOKS WITH TALENTS TO SHARE 
 
FRIZZLE AND ME 

BY ELLIE ROYCE & ANDREW MCLEAN 

FORD STREET PUBLISHING  
 “We are all made of stories.” Our stories 

grow from being part of our families, where 

we live and what we do every day. Our stories 

change all the time, sometimes slowly and 

sometimes very quickly! 

The character ‘Me’ in “Frizzle and Me” tells their story from age one to eight, sharing 

the big changes that happen as their family grows. With each change, ‘Me’ wants to 

know if things that their family does together will stay the same, like cuddles, stories, 

cooking favourite treats and singing, and eventually, if they will share these things 

with their new baby brother or sister. “Of course!” is the answer each time. 

In this family, making things for and with each other is an important part of their 

story. Another important part of their story is that this family is known as a ‘Rainbow 

Family’ where there might be two mums or two dads, or, as in this book, two Mums, 

a Dad, and Dad’s wife, plus two kids. 

It’s a big deal when your family changes. But with plenty of love to go around, even 

the biggest changes can be wonderful! 

 Ellie Royce was born in Adelaide, South Australia and she's 

been telling stories ever since. 

She is the author of six books, five of which are for children. 
Ellie truly believes in the magic and power of stories to change 

the world for the better, so she writes, reads, listens to and 

shares them all the time (quite often when she should be doing 

other things!) 
Ellie lives on Gumbaynggirr Country in Northern New South 

Wales, and plans to keep writing visionary stories for kids forever. 

Michelle ‘Ellie’ Royce -  Author | Podcaster  www.weareallmadeofstories.com 

Sharing connection, joy and magic through the power of story. Ellie’s books include: 
Frizzle and Me and Auntie Uncle: Drag Queen Hero   

https://fordstreetpublishing.com/authors/ellie-royce/
https://fordstreetpublishing.com/authors/andrew-mclean/
https://www.weareallmadeofstories.com/
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FREEDOM TO CREATE CHARACTERS  

with ANDREW McLEAN - Illustrator 

http://mcleanpicturebooks.com/index.htm 

 
The way Ellie has structured the story is very clever, 
with its question and response. Her portrayal of 
affection, sharing and reassurance given to the 

narrator was a gift for me as an illustrator. After illustrating a few historical stories, it 
was lovely to have the freedom to create characters from my imagination. 
 
When I am developing characters I like to start with quick movement/gesture 
drawings, as this is the key to giving the characters life and unlocking their 
characteristics. This a kind of morphing process that gets slowly refined until the 
characters are as you see them in the book.  As I got into the finished artwork, I 
found myself becoming very attached to this blended family. 
 
The most difficult aspect I found was portraying a child from newborn to eight years 
old and all the ages in between. I googled children of different ages and used my own 
grandchildren as models, but the variations within in each age group was enormous. 
Another tricky aspect was thinking of different and interesting configurations of the 
call and response between mother and child. 
 
Our daughter was married in our house and garden, and many of the settings are 
loosely based on our house and backyard. 

 

BOOKS WITH TALENT TO SHARE #2  

PETER CARNAVAS 
https://petercarnavas.com/ 

MY BROTHER BEN - UQP  

When your brother gives you a present of a half-

eaten peanut butter sandwich, is secretly proud 

of you being an expert on all the birdlife around  

http://mcleanpicturebooks.com/index.html
https://petercarnavas.com/
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the creek and saves your life when you tried to rescue a bird 

that had been hit by a car, life should be pretty fine.   

But things don’t always work out. Parents don’t always stick 

around. Birds do get knocked out of the sky. And the prospect 

of high school without Ben as Luke’s big brother also being his 

best friend is more than a bit daunting.   

Both Ben and Luke are desperate to be able to float a boat and 

explore the creek area properly. Lately, their individual talents 

seem to be taking them in opposite directions. When Luke sees 

Ben sneaking out at night, it doesn’t seem that simply being 

brothers will be enough to help, especially when things DON’T always work out no 

matter how many birds Luke can draw.  

 

CATCH UP WITH K.O.A.L.A.  

The 2021 Kids’ Own Australian 

Literature Awards have been 

announced. https://www.koalansw.org.au/winners See the winning books and 

authors and illustrators as voted on by kids throughout NSW. 

https://www.koalansw.org.au/ Was your favourite book included?  

Be sure to also enjoy listening to some special stories revealed sentence by sentence 

by guest authors and illustrators.   

 

 

A FEW MORE WORDS about SIX WORD STORIES  

Bears walking. Golden child. Porridge party.  

Food. Feasts. Songs. Music. Smile. Celebrate. 

Far apart. Sharing books. Friends now.   

Lovely libraries. Love Learning. Library 4 learners. 

Let the games begin. She won! 

Magic pudding. Endless stories. Read more.    

https://www.koalansw.org.au/winners
https://www.koalansw.org.au/
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JOBS AS JUDGES    

 Each year around 500 books are nominated, read and 

judged for the CBCA Book of the Year Awards which are 

celebrated during CBCA Book Week. New South Wales has 

four judges on the panels to judge the new books coming 

up and nominated for the Awards for 2022.  

Meet the people behind all the reading.  

Pyjamas, libraries, generations. Books re-read again. 

No longer a child. Challenging issues. 

Information grows my world = better humans.  

Families of readers experience fascinating facts. 

 

MARGOT LINDGREN  
2022 CBCA Picture Book Judge  
 Margot adds to her comments from the KC 

September issue. Also see Margot’s blog for lots of 

other reviews and ideas about fiction and reading.  

http://momotimetoread.blogspot.com/ 

 
Why are you a reader? I am a reader because my dad and his dad, my grandfather, 

were readers. Books were valued in my home. I was given books for Christmas and 

birthdays and had the precious gift of time for reading. My dad and I used to visit the 

local public library at night. I would go there in my pyjamas!  

One of my happiest memories, from when I was about ten or eleven, is of a book my 

grandfather read, then my dad read the same book and then they passed it on to me. 

I am a reader because I had access to books. I joined the local library and by the time 

I was in Year 5 my school had a terrific school library too. It seems very natural that I 

became a book worm.  

 How has being a judge changed your reading habits (so far)? When I write about a 

book as a judge, it feels as though I am having a conversation with the other judges 

and that I need to write really well to persuade them to see my viewpoint. I also think 

it is important to read these books more than once, because I always notice different 

things on the second or third reading. I really enjoy receiving a huge box of brand  

http://momotimetoread.blogspot.com/
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new books every month. I am also lucky to have access to a wonderful school library 

and our local bookshop. In my school library my motto was ‘Read only on the days 

you eat’. And I certainly do this every day!  

KAYTE EYRE - CBCA JUDGE 2022 - Older readers  

What do you like about the category you are judging? 

I love the variety of the young adult category. Sometimes 

I’m reading something set in early Australia and other times 

it could be something set in a futuristic world. I love seeing 

the world through teenage eyes and seeing teenagers 

grapple with and solve challenging issues. 

Why are you a reader? 

I’ve always been a reader. I love escaping into new worlds 

and characters. I also love seeing my world depicted differently. Talking about books 

with other people is also fantastic and I love sharing ideas and opinions about what 

I’ve read. 

How has being a judge changed your reading habits (so far)? 

Being a judge has meant I’m reading all the new lovely young adult books that are 

nominated. I still balance it with reading adult fantasy and historical fiction. It’s good 

to read books I might not pick up normally and it's wonderful to read such great 

quality books written by so many great Australian authors.  

 

ALEX WHARTON   

CBCA JUDGE- 2022 Eve Pownall 
Information Books 
 

What do you like about the category you are 
judging? I love information! There is something so 
special about the way we have been created to 
engage with information, content, with then seek 

to apply this new knowledge to our lives and world. I love the audience ranges from 
birth to eighteen years old, as this sees immense breadth and depth of information 
texts presented.  
Why are you a reader? I read to enlarge and grow my world. We are lifelong learners 
and reading for me is one of the greatest pleasures. Reading transcends the physical 
and takes us to a place of adventure, hope, imagination and new directions. I read 
because it not only makes me a better teacher, but ultimately a better human.  
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How has being a judge changed your reading habits (so far)? Reading as a CBCA 
BOTYA Judge has really refined my reading for a specific purpose. In considering the 
nature of literary merit, I am constantly impressed at the high quality of Australian 
Children's Literature from our authors and illustrators. My reading habit maintains 
one of great regularity. Being able to really cultivate an eye for detail and precision 
has seen my own reading habits be one of greater engagement.  
 

SHERYL COOTES  
2022 CBCA Eve Pownall Information Books Judge - 
Shery adds to her comments in the KC September issue. 
 
Why are you a reader? I have been an avid reader throughout 

my life and have instilled a love of reading in most of my 

children and grandchildren. Reading provides me with the 

opportunity to escape into the lives and experiences of others 

and build empathy and understanding for the world and people around us. Reading, 

for me, is a wonderful way to relax and escape. 

Have your reading habits changed? Since becoming a judge, particularly for the Eve 

Pownall category, I have expanded my repertoire of non-fiction books for young 

people and developed a greater appreciation of the creativity employed in presenting  

information in various formats to engage readers of all ages  

It is an honour and privilege to be involved in the promotion and judging of the 

creations of our talented Australian authors and illustrators.  

 

 

 

JOIN with the talents of URSULA  

and some of her friends as they 

showcase illustrations from some 

of her books.  

 

https://www.childrenslaureate.org.au/online-exhibition 

https://www.childrenslaureate.org.au/online-exhibition
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BOOKS that are NEWER THAN NEW! 

Watch for the media tiles from Carolyn at Allen & Unwin 

Publishing. Each month, she offers you the chance to receive 

and review brand new books – before they are officially 

published. Contact Carolyn directly to be one of 10 reviewers 

each month. Send in your review. It may be considered for publishing online.  

Check earlier copies of KC to see which other new books have already been part of 

the program. See more info about READ, REVIEW, SHARE with other new books in KC.  

 
WRITE NOW - MAKE A SIX WORD STORY – make an abbreviated 

hint of a story using only SIX words. For example, sum up this year with: 

NASTY 
VIRUS 

LOCKDOWN 
ENDS 

WELCOME 
SPRING 

   
 
 
 

 

 

What kind of story can you make with some of 

these FOODIE PHRASES? 

 

storm in a 
teacup 

chowhound milked the 
penalty 

a bad egg 

just plum crazy fairy bread flat as a 
pancake 

tempers boiled 
over 

stirred his 
imagination 

nutty as a 
 fruitcake 

peachy keen cooking up a 
storm 

spoiled rotten the apple of my 
eye 

in a bit of a 
pickle 

glutton for 
punishment  
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The POWER OF POETRY makes “SENSE” – see, hear, taste, 

touch, smell . . .   

    

AT THE BEACH   

poem by Marian McGuinness 

Did you ever see the sea? 

Diamond-shining, boat-bobbing, seagull-gliding, blue. 

 

Did you ever hear the waves? Splish-splashing, crash-dashing, child-squealing, whoosh. 

 

Did you ever see a rock pool? 

Water-rippling, seaweed-bobbing, starfish-suctioned, fishbowl. 

 

Did you ever taste hot chips? 

Outside crispy, inside-wispy, salty-sandy, yum. 

 

Did you ever see a kite? 

Whirly-twirly, colours-swirly, wind-riding, free. 

 

Did you ever touch a shell? 

Curvy-ridged, roughly-smooth, hard-hollow, home. 

 

Did you ever touch hot sand? 

Sole-sizzling, feet-hopping, ouch-yelling, burn.    
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                                  SENSES MAKE POETRY  

 with MARIAN McGUINNESS 
Website: www.marianmcguinness.com 

 
Writing poetry is so much fun. It’s not like writing a whole 

story, rather, you can take an idea and jot down images that 

interest you and work around using groups of words to 

describe those images.  

I love to write different types of poems. I think about my idea and then I think what 

type of poem would best suit my idea. If it’s more a story poem, I could write a series 

of rhyming stanzas that could be a ballad. Sometimes I think my idea is more suited 

to Haiku, Acrostic, Limerick or even Free Verse, where there are no rules. You can 

look these up to see ‘how’ to write each one. 

One day when I was at the beach, I started to write down all the different things I was 

seeing, smelling, feeling, hearing and tasting. Yes, I was writing down the senses. For 

my poem At the beach I decided to write a series of Dylan Thomas Portraits. Dylan 

Thomas was a famous Welsh poet who experimented with words. Each line in my 

poem begins with a question about the beach, such as Did you ever see the sea? Then 

you answer the question with three hyphenated words (you can also use single 

words), ending with one word that sums it all up. 

Did you ever see the sea? 

  Diamond-shining, boat-bobbing, seagull-gliding, blue. 

 Did you ever touch hot sand? 

 Sole-sizzling, feet-hopping, ouch-yelling, burn. 

You can do the same. You could even make your own poetry book with one poem on 

each page with an illustration. That would be fun. See how you go. Think of an idea of 

something you might do in the school holidays, for example: riding a bike, Christmas 

Day, eating an ice cream, camping, going to a park. The list is endless. So, using your 

senses: sight, sound, smell, touch and taste, use my poem as an example and HAVE 

FUN!  

Marian McGuinness loves to write. Marian’s stories, poems and plays are published 

in The School Magazine and in anthologies. She also writes stories about her travels 

for newspapers and magazines and has won lots of prizes for her writing. At the beach 

was first published in The School Magazine. November 2015. Issue No. 10. 

https://www.marianmcguinness.com/index.php/childrens-stories/   

http://www.marianmcguinness.com/
https://www.marianmcguinness.com/index.php/childrens-stories/
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?    READ, REVIEW, SHARE new books  

 

To receive a free copy of A WHOLE LOT of LEMONAIDE JONES and make up your 

own review to share, contact CAROLYN (details above). “It's hard to stick to the 

rules when you're making life loud and exciting! And Lemonade Jones likes it when 

loud and exciting things happen”. 

 

    

Books included earlier in the 2021 Allen & Unwin READ, REVIEW, SHARE project.  
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WHAT’S NEW – Read on and on and read. . . 

READ ON AND ON – PICTURE BOOKS 

FREYA BLACKWOOD - The Boy and the Elephant 

Angus & Robertson with Harper Collins  

In the busy-ness of city living, a slightly lonely child discovers a 

world of special friends who live in the vacant block next door. 

This gently illustrated wordless picture book captures the 

child’s imagination and friendship with the elephant and his 

animal friends whose presence is hinted at in the trees and 

surroundings. Nature and imagination bring a new real 

friendship into being.  

 

  

CHELSEA HARDI – The Magic Ball of String Richmond 

Publishing with Christmas Press  
This is a fairy tale of three beautiful princesses, a dark forest, the 

kindness of a tiny hedgehog and a magic ball of string as shared 

by seven-year-old Chelsea Hardi. 

 

READ ON AND ON – OLDER READERS  

 CLAYTON ZANE COMBER – 100 Remarkable Feats of 

Xander Maze Harper Collins Aus.  
Xander has always specialised in making lists. So when his 

grandmother (who is his #1 person but has stage 4 cancer) asks 

him to make a list of 100 remarkable feats he wished he could 

achieve before the end of the school year, he just had to try to 

do it. But he didn’t realise EVERYBODY, even the mean people at 

school, would know all about it. 

The list included everything from: “kiss a girl” to “learn 5 things 

about a stranger” to “work out what I want to do with my life.” You just never know 

who might end up on the list or who might be involved.  
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STEVEN HERRICK - How to Repaint a Life. UQP 
The hammer slammed through the tv. But that was before Isaac 

stepped off the bus in a small town where he knew no one, had no 

place to stay and had no family to fall back on. At least the 

country was better than putting up with his father’s rants. How 

could life in a country town learning to make a decent cup of 

coffee make any difference for Isaac? Do spray can graffiti 

messages for a better world achieve what they need to? With the 

early morning biking group being willing to try his coffee and 

Sophie sharing her fascination with creating linotypes and a secret swimming hole, is 

this a place offering a new beginning? 

How to Repaint a Life is a powerful prose novel, and sister book to The Simple Gift, 

by one of Australia’s most awarded children’s authors. It is based on questions raised 

at some of Steven’s school visits.  

 

 H. HAYEK - Huda and Me. A & U  
No one would believe that Huda and her brother, Akeal, would run 

away. AND, it would be crazy to think instead of  ending  up 

“running to [their] parents on the other side of the world”. But 

someone has to rescue the family from the dreaded Aunt Amel 

when their parents have to travel to Beirut unexpectedly. She 

demands that the children do all her chores and take care of her 

every demand. Only the baby is spared the constant demands of 

Aunt Amel. So, one stolen credit card later, some frantic escapes from the suspicious 

airline security guards and some ingenious plotting by Mr Kostiki their older 

neighbour, they find themselves in a whole new world in Lebanon. 

 

 REBECCA LIM - Tiger Daughter A & U 2021  

Wen is talented in sport and writing, She is determined to help 

Henry get an “A” in English. Henry is talented in maths and 

technology. He is determined to help Wen get an “A” in maths.  

Life as new immigrants in Australia is not kind especially for their 

parents. The pressure from families to succeed is never-ending. 

Success for the entrance exam for the selective school is crucial. 

Tragedy strikes when Henry’s mum dies unexpectedly. Can the families change 

enough to allow a new future to emerge?  
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FELICITY PULLMAN 
www.felicitypulman.com.au 
 - the SHALLOTT SERIES - Shalott: 
Into the Unknown ISBN 
9781922389602; Shalott: 
Dangerous Magic ISBN 
9781922389626;  

and Shalott: End Play ISBN 9781922389640. Available 

from all online booksellers. 
     Five Australian teenagers set out into the unknown to 
rescue the ‘Lady of Shalott’ and to save Camelot. Instead, they 
find themselves caught up in the illicit love affair between 
Guinevere and Lancelot and the intrigues of the court, while 

becoming trapped by the dangerous magic of the ambitious Morgan le Fay.  Will the 
teenagers find the courage they need to face fire, plague, and the last deadly battle 
between King Arthur and his son Mordred? Will Callie have the courage to face her 
true quest – and will she be able to save herself as well as her sister and friends? What 
Callie finds in Camelot will break her heart, while all their lives will be changed forever.  

 

JEAN SAXBY  jeansaxby.com.au  
The Craving. Ironstone Press  
Book trailer   https://tinyurl.com/2uve6n73 

A stadium collapse. A coma.    

A breathtaking journey of discovery. 

What happens when two people long to be together but are worlds 
apart?  

Will Sutherland saves a girl from a falling beam in a stadium 
collapse and is plunged into a coma. Finding himself in another 
world, he battles addiction and revenge. Meanwhile, Erin, the girl 
Will saved, visits him in hospital, desperate for him to wake up. 

It is a split time inspirational YA romance, with Christian themes, rich with twists and 
turns in an explosive mix of contemporary and fantasy worlds. 

The Craving won the 2020 CALEB Award for unpublished YA novels. The 
award recognizes the best in Australasian Christian writing  

http://www.felicitypulman.com.au/
https://jeansaxby.com.au/
https://tinyurl.com/2uve6n73
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C. S. PACAT   https://cspacat.com/dark-rise/   
Dark Rise. A & U 
The ancient magic is gone. But the battles of light and dark forces 
are drawing Will into secret worlds he knows nothing about. 
What story did his mother live before she was murdered? Which 
side is anyone on? Does Violet’s father want her kept alive only 
so that her death can guarantee her brother greater powers? 
Knights from a past world and the docklands of London of the 
1820s set the scene for the darkness to rise or not.  

 

READ ON AND ON – NON-FICTION – IT’S TRUE 

 Cate CAMPBELL and Bronte CAMPBELL - Sister Secrets 

A & U 
How do you compete with a sister who is competing against the 

rest of the world? Cate and Bronte Campbell share their 

personal stories of highs and lows as some of Australia’s best 

swimmers – the “joys” of endless early morning starts, the 

ever-present “smell” of chlorine, and the routine of seldom 

staying up past 10:00.  

Share how they avoid traps like “having a win at all costs” 

mindset. Learn lessons like “surround yourself with good people.” Take note of “how 

to avoid social media”.  

AND now, go grab your swimmers. It’s summertime! [released mid - November] 

 

MARINATE WITH MAGIC 

 some story drafts with FOODIE PHRASES  

 The wizard MEASURED his words carefully and said, 

“There’s no need for a FOOD FIGHT. This is getting way 

too CORNY. 

I’m PUDDING out a special treat.  

Would you like some ICE CREAM with hot chocolate 

sauce? It’s HOT AS SUMMER and COLD AS WINTER.” 

https://cspacat.com/dark-rise/
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 One dark and stormy night, the magician was 

COOKING UP A STORM. 

He added extra sugar to his tea to STIR HIS 

IMAGINATION to come up with some SOUPER recipes.  

A BUNCH of friends were soon PACKED TOGETHER LIKE 

SARDINES around the TABLE of contents.  

The gargoyles were eating FAIRY BREAD 

“Everything is just PEACHY KEEN,” said the vegetarians. 

Sir Isaac Newton gave a TOAST to all, “You are the APPLE OF MY EYE.  

Then, they all began to PIG IN.  

 

 The bug had started hanging around with some BAD EGGS 

who told some rather JUICY STORIES. He became a real 

GRUB and began to eat everything sight.  

This really STIRRED THINGS UP. He wouldn’t even give PEAS 

a chance to share. This was just PLUM crazy.  

His jokes began to fall FLAT AS A PANCAKE. This got him into 

a bit of a PICKLE. His friends began to DESSERT him  

An argument started to BOIL OVER. 

 

 
 

This issue of KIDS’ CORNER was compiled by Jackie Hawkes with the help 
of LOTS of people who love reading, writing and thinking.  If you have 
ideas to share with KC, please contact: 
jackie.hawkes7@gmail.com 
Your input is always welcome.  
What would YOU like to contribute next?  

Happy reading always. 

Cheers - Morrie and Jackie 
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